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ICozo1:
'Separate but
JEREMIAH JENNE
Staff Writer :
Award-winni- ng author and cham-
pion ofhuman rights, Jonathan Kozol,
gave a lecture entitled "Savage In-
equalities" at McGaw Chapel on
Monday night.. . .
Kozol focused on the inequalityof
the American Public School system,
specifically the harsh financial rift
between inner-cit-y schools ana tneir
wealthier suburban neighbors.
Kozol cited his research, for "Sav-ag- e
Inequalities,"wbich included vis-- ,
its to 30 schools, both inner-cit- y and
suburban, and found it"a truly devas-
tating experience. Public schools in me
VS. are still separate aid still unequal."
In fact, Kozol went on to say that
the schools were "more separate and
less equal than 25 years ago." -
Kozol found no school to be com-
pletely intergrated and found sicken- -,
ing contrasts betw cprnmunity fi--
nancial support for schrxbetween-th- e
inner-citie- s and ihe outer suburbs. "
For example, Kozol stated that ;
: NewyorkCityspent$7000perchild,
while the wealthy Long Island town
of Great Neck spent as much as
$16,000 for each student.
Sogreatwerethefmancialmequali- -
ties and lack of true integration that
Kozol commented,"Forget about
Brawn v.' Board of Education 35
years ago the decision that forced
iniergration of public schools: we
still haven't iulfilled Plessey v.
Ferguson which said schools could
be separate but had to be equal, and
that was 100 years ago. .:;
Kozol contrasted accounts oi ur
Williams
Foundation Advisory
frlFrVS ref vrnpg m base ;- -
Theodore Williams, Frotessor oi
Chemistry, has been named a Na--
tional Science Foundation (NSF) advi
sory cornrnittee.
The ten-mem- ber committee nas
been established to advise NSFs
Undergraduate Science, Engineer
ing and Mathematics Education u-visi- on,
and its Office of Studies,
Evaluation and Dissemination on
issues relating to the evaluation and
dissemination ofUSEME programs.
At it inantniral meeting in Wash
Jnner-Cit-y
Unequal
ban decay with the luxurious situa-
tions of suburban, predominandy
white, school districts. Kozol
figuured that the Princeton school
district was allotted twice as much,
per student as the Camden school
touiculocated outside Philaderphia.
Kozol blasted the President's plan' :
to improve education by the year2000 ;
by aslringW6uld the President wait
eight years if his grandchildren at-
tended the schools in East St. Louis?"
Instead, he presented his own
plan for the immediate improve-
ment of education:
1) Grant immediate funding to ev-
ery low-inco- me family with three-an- d
four-year-o- ld children foradmit-
tance to a Head Start program.
2) Reduce class sizes to 20 chil-
dren per class in all low-inco- me and
'-
-rural schools. C
n Grant the hiehest salaries to
teachere who teach the poorest kids.'
t. 4V ProDosea Veaeacsaxopu
struCtiDrt Bill which will put up good,
schools to replace the broken-dow- n
facilities found in many of the poorer
districts. . rH'';';'-'--'- r ' .'-- "
5) Stop pretending that the whim
of charity is any substitute for the
will of government. . .
6) Abolish property taxes which are
unfair to low-uicgr- ne areas and institute
a reformed income tax structure.
. Kozol also blasted Bush on his mfli-lar- y
spending policies, asking, "We will
have the best defense in the world, but
what wffl be defending?" Y
As a schoolteacher in the segre
gated Boston : neighborhood,. of
Roxbury. Kozol witnessea nrsj- -
Named to National Science
ington, D.C on October 3, the com-
mittee will hear presentations about
a variety of USEME programs and
will discuss issues related to the
teachingofcalculus and the agency's
directions and priorities for the year.
1 During the past year, Williams
also has served on NSFs Project
Kaleidoscope Advisory Action
Committee, which released a report
in June listing five initiatives to
im-proveundergra-
duate
science and
mathematics education.
pww-- t Vslpirioscope is a proj
Schools
-- 1.
hand the sdualid conditions facing
poor, urban schoolchildren. ' " ''
Kozol said that the train ride from
Cambridge, Massachusetts, to
Roxbury Center was "by far the
longest trip I ever took.. I never came
back; it changed my life forever. "
"The children never had a steady
teacher, their, reading skills were noni
existent. There wasn't even a clasv
roorn-justabrgeo- pen room with four
different classes in separate corners."
.
During his stay in. the Roxbury
schools, the late Dr. Martin Luther
King invited Kozol to serve as his
honorary bodyguard during a Civil
Rights march in Boston.
When he returned to school the
next dav. his class.noticed the in
nocuous "Black on White" pin still
affixed to the lapel of his jacket
The class was transfixed. Kozol
took particular note of one girl who
ioA alwavs been hostile to him. Her
r ui" i "J J:TJS.mi'l'Ti utc nt thatface tutcu uiunwita--- M y -
moment that the principal of' the
school came in and demanded that
Kozol remove the button. Kozol,
who had never confronted anyone in
his life, refused the request for the
children's sake.
After the principal had left in a
rage, the once difficult girl got up
from her seat, came over to Kozol
and kissed him. According to Kozol.
"Not one of my awards meant more
tn me than that kiss.
Mr. Kozol left soon after the con
elusion of bis lecture in order to be in
Washineton D.C the next day to ap
pear on CNN's Crossfire which will
run this Sunday.
committee
charred with determining an effec
tive model for the teaching of under
naduate mathematics and science.
It has been using America's top-perform- ing
liberal arts colleges, like
Wooster, and predommanuy unaer
trra Huate institutions as models, be
cause these colleges historically
graduate students with degrees in
mathematics and science at a rate
that is two to three times higher than
the rates of other U.S. colleges and
universities, including America's
st researchuiuyersuie
: '
.
Pam Butler 95 Races Toward
Races Toward a NCAC Tttle.,
Party oh the
for Under
-- DINO DISANTO
Staff Writer
"It iust screams college! "says As
sistant Director of Student Activi-
ties Mary Jo Otto of this year's
Party on the Green.
The annual affair will take place
tomorrow night from 8-11- :30 p.m.
on Armington Quad.
Party on the Green, an outdoor
party held under a large tent, will fea-
ture the reggae band Earth Force.
The event is sponsored by the Stu-
dent Activities Board (SAB). It is the
first all-camp- us party of the year.
,
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the C3oal, as Women's Soccer
See Sports on Page 12.
Green Slate
the Big Top
it alwavs allows for people to
come together and have a good
time," said Otto. -
Entrance to Party on the Green
is free. Free refreshments will
be provided, though beer will
cost one dollar.
Party on the Green is the first
all-camp- us party to allow alco-
hol. No Beer is to leave the tent.
"The tent is to confine the party,
said Otto. But, she said, "Party on
the Green is a fun time that brings
faculty and students together out of
the classroom."
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Wooster Volunteer Network: Wefre Going to Disney World!
KRISTIN L. FLACHS BART
Managing Editor
The Wooster Volunteer Network
will receive recognition for its Point
of Light appointment this 'weekend
at a ceremony in' Disney World.
Network President, Jennifer
Spilburg. and Dean's Office intern,
Adam Geary, will represent the or-
ganization in the weekend-lon- g
recognition lasting from Sunday to
Tuesday morning.
A Point of Light is recognized six
days a week. The honor is given to
people and organizations who succeed
in addressing social problems of the
3 rfs WE
country through community service.
Spilburg is pleased about the pub-
licity the Network is receiving.
"It's nice to be recognized as an
organization who is trying to
make a positive change."
However, some members of the
Network's board feel awkward in
accepting the honor. One reason is
because of the connection with
George Bush. Since the Points of
Light Foundation is associated with
the President, they believe that by
accepting the award, the Network
will be approving of Bush's concept
of volunteerism. Many board mem
& THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
A DIFFERENCE OF DEGREE FOR
A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
45 years of educating international managers
Intense program of modem languages, world business
and international studies leading to a Master of
International Management degree
23,000 alumni worldwide who are leaders in business,
government and not-for-pro- fit organizations
A representative will be on campus
Monday, September 30th
to discuss
GRADUATE STUDY
Appointments may be scheduled at your
Career Center
bers feel that the Network's theory of
vdunieerismdiftofhxnthePnsidcrt's.
Beth Garrison, Transportation
Chair, stated "I feel it is hypocritical,
for George Bush to give an award
for volunteers when it is the conserva-
tive policies of Bush's administration
that keep volunteerism necessary. By
accepting this, we are, in a way, con-
doning George Bush and his policy."
Even Spilburg is concerned about the
honor's association wiih the President.
"It is unsettling lobeperceived by some
people as being affiliated with George
Bush when he has done relatively little,
in my opinion, affect positive social
x2 Jix?trt?t
S,HAUS
change in this country."
One board member believes that
the Network is only agreeing to ac-
cept the distinction for more public-
ity, in the hopes that the College will
grant them more funding. Network
funding was cut for this school year,
including money to be used to hire
an intern.
Another reason for the Board's
concern about the award is that the
Network never actually applied for
the award, Jeff Hannah, in charge of
public relations for the College, nomi-
nated the Network in April after re-
ceiving support from Congressman
WELCOME BACK
COLLEGE STUDENTS
10 DISCOUNT AFTER 2 P.M. UJITH STUDENT I.D.
BLSO MON.-THUR- S. RECEIUE 20 AFTER 5 P.M.
-
KAFFEEHAUS ,
2730 CLEVELAND ROAD
Mv Parent An Divorced- - a four week discussion group
for students who live in a divorced or divorcing family-wi- ll
begin on October 3. Facilitated by Betty Shull and Jan
Hamill, members of the Counseling Staff at the Student
Health Service, meetings will be held in the Group room
on the third floor of Hygeia from 1 1 .00 to 12:30 sum. on
Thursdays,
Topics for discussion will include: the effects of divorce
on forming relationship, dealing with blended, step, and
single-pare- nt families, coping with feelings arising out of
divorce, and other topics to be suggested by the group.
Members of the counseling staff expressed the hope that
offering an opportunity for students who are children of
divorce to come together will be beneficial. Any Wooster
student who is a child of divorce is welcome to attend.
Regula. -
- He informed Network Intern Chris
Drake about the nomination, but
Drake never told last year's board
about the nomination.
In May, Hannah, Drake, and Dean
Plusquellec were contacted by the
Foundation for more information
about the Network. Later in July,
Hannah's office was asked for fur-
ther information.
Jason Gleason, Service in Curricu-
lum Chair, commented"I don't think
the nomination should have been sub-
mitted without the decision of the
Network first." .
Donald Kagan to Speak at 1991 Wooster Forum September 30
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
Donald Kagan. dean of Yale Col-
lege and the Richard M. Colgate Pro-
fessor ofHistory and Classics at Yale
University, will speak about "What
Is a Liberal Education, and What Is It
For," at the College of Wooster.
His lecture will start at 7:30 p.m.
Monday in McGaw Chapel.
Kagan's lecture, which is free and
orxniotterMic, bone miseries of
events in the 1991 Wooster Forum,
which is addressing issues of diver-
sity and discrimination.
The author of six books, including
a four-volu- me history of the
Peloponnestan War, Kagan is a
strong advocate for the Western heri-
tage as the core of the liberal arts
curriculum. At a time when the
study of Western civilization is un-
der attack from some quarters of
academe, he has become a strong
voice for the teaching of the Western
system of laws and beliefs that in his
view have shaped the establishment
and development of the' United
States. He believes that one cannol
understand tne nation's origins and
share its heritage, purposes and char-
acter without that knowledge.
"What is remarkable about the
Western heritage is the important
ways in which it has departed from
the common experience." Kagan said
inaspeech tostudents at Yale. "More
than any other, it has asserted the
claims of the individual against those
of the state. limiting its power and
creating a realm ofprivacy into which
it cannol penetrate."
At another point in his address,
Kazan told the students, "Western
culture and institutions are the most
powerful paradigm in the world. As
they increasingly become the objects
of emulation by peoples everywhere,
their study becomes essential for those
ofall nations who wish to understand
their nature and origins."
According to Yale University offi
cials, Kagan's speech led Texas oil-
man Lee M. Bass to give the univer-
sity $20 million to endow 1 1 profes-
sorships for a new course of studies
in Western civilization.
Born in Kurshan, Lithuania, in
1932, Kagan came to the VS. in
1934 and was naturalized as a citi- -
zenl94p,-- : s,;.
He earned a bachelor's degreeJa.
history from Brooklyn College in
1954 and a master's degree in clas-
sics from Brown University in 195S.
He received his Pn.D. from the Ohio
State University in 1958.
Prior to joining the Yale faculty as
a professor of history and classics in
1969. he taught ancient history at
Cornell University. He also taught
history at Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity for one year before his ap-
pointment at Cornell. Among his
numerous awards, he received the
Distinguished Teaching Award from
Cornell's College of Arts and Sci-ences,in,j- 965
and the.Clark Award
. forDisfoguished leaching atCornell
in 1968. Kagan was awarded the
DeVane Medal for his scholarship
and teaching by the Yale Chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa in 1975.
In addition to his six books, he has
published more than 25 scholarly ar-
ticles in various journals.
ADDRESSERS
WANTED
immediately! No experi-
ence necessary. Process
FHA mortage refunds.
Work at home.
Call 1-405-3- 21-3064
lATTF.NTTON SFNTORS
Fulbright and other grants for
graduate study abroad in aca-
demic fields and in the
creative and performing arts
are available for the 1992-9- 3
lacademic year. Teaching
lAssistantships are also avail-- l
tabic for Afghanistan, Ecuador J
prance, Germany, and Korea.
For application materials, see
FuIbrightProgranBAdv
Addis 237 KaukcexL 2381.
Campus applications dead-
line is October 9, 1991
-.f I I i
Education Department to Undergo State Evaluation
44
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SGA Representatives Meet for First Time as Student Senate
'i
- If . .- -
Photo by Mike Pepper
Si hai Dudhoria "93. Mike McTernan 93, Jon Brkxer 92, Eugene DePasquale 93, Robb DeGraw
93, Cara Johnson 93, Andrea Morgan 95, and Lba Ostermueller 94, the SGA Cabinet 1991-9- 2.
DANA DE WEESE
News Editor
On Tuesday night. Student Gov
ernment Association (SGA) Gen-
eral Assembly representatives met
for the first time under a new name.
Just before adjourning the meeting,
members of the General Assembly
voted unanimously tochange thename
of their body to the Student Senate.
"Student Senate is a little bit
easier, makes a little bit more sense,
and it's a common term, said
SGA President Robb DeGraw '93.
With the vote now passed, the
name General Assembly will be
replaced with Student Senate in all
sections of the SGA Constitution.
MELISSA LAKE
Special to the Voice
The College of Wooster's educa-tio- n
department will be undergoing an
on-si- te evaluation by the Ohio Depart-
ment of Education (ODE) next week.
The College must be evaluated every
five years to receive accreditation from
the Ohio Board of Education.
Members of ODE will arrive in
Wooster on Tuesday and will spend
the next two days visiting various
Before discussing the new name,
representatives reviewed a list of
other issues they had brain stormed
prior to Tuesday's meeting. The
items on the list were prioritized,
and those receiving top priority (al-
ternative meal plans, alcohol policy,
parking regulations, smoking policy
and Hygeia) were assigned to ad-h-oc
committees. Representatives
then chose committees of their choice
to further investigate these issues.
Also, several students were ap-
pointed to Board of Trustees com-
mittees. Members of these commit-
tees will serve as liaisons between
the trustees and the student body,
though they will not participate in
members of the administration and
student facilities.
The delegation from ODE will
study the organization of the Col-
lege, specifically that of theacademic
departments and the planning pro-
cess of the education department. It
will also meet with William Snoddy
to determine if the College is finan-
cially sound. President Copeland's
report on the direction the College
will take for the next five years will
also be reviewed.
the voting at trustee meetings.
Newly-approve- d members of the
trustee committees include building
and grounds representatives Laura
Pass '93 andCally Haserot '93, reli-
gious dimensions representative
Kitamu Bamfield '94, admissions
representative Alexis Sparks '93 and
development representatives Suraj
Dudhoria '93 and Eric Shetler '94.
Following approval of trustee
committee members, the Student
Senate discussed new election pub-
licity by-law- s, which were also voted
into effect. -
The Student Sentate will meet
each Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Babcock
Dining Hall.
A second delegation will investi-
gate curriculum and instruction.
William Hoffman, chair of the edu-
cation department, stressed, "They
will really look at trie total college,
not just the education curriculum."
This year, Mr. Hoffman feels they
will take note of the fact that the
education department at Wooster re-
quires a student to major in an aca-
demic discipline other than educa-
tion, and that Wooster offers a minor
in Education.
:iiiiiiiit.iii.iti li
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THE SEARCH IS NOW ON!
1992 MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT"
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
. Amy Glase write:
NiM Ohio USA
TRAVEL WITH
FLAIR
346 E. Bowman Si
Wooster. Ohio
44691
210-204-05- 05
ROO-347-G5- 05
If you are an applicant who qualifies and arc
between the ages of 18 and under 27 by February
1, 1992, never married and at least a sut-mo-nth
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm students are
eligible, you could be Ohio's representative at the
CBSnaoonaDy televised Miss USA Pageant in
February to compete for over $200,000 In cash and
prizes. The Miss Ohio USA Pageant for 1992 will
be presented in the Grand Ballroom of' the
Columbus Marriott North In Columbus. Ohio,
November 29th. 30th and December 1st, 1991.
The new Miss Onto USA along with her expanse
paid trip to compete In the CBS-nationa- By televised
Miss USA Pageant, wil receive over $2,000 In
cash among her , many .prizes.. : AIL girl
Interested in competing for the title meet
1992 MIm Ohio USA Pageant Miss
co Tri-Sta- tc Headquarters Dept. CA USA
347 Locaat Avenue, Washington, PA 15301-339- 9 is
TrtState Headquarter Phone le 412225-534- 3 seen
Application Deadline to October 12. 1991 on:
letter MUST Include a recent enepehot,
brief biography, phone nunAerand eddreee. -
SUaemilO USA" IS n wvsni riyflliiiilliililllilll
Carfet Crafts
--rUtiml interim
Finnw AND WALL COVERINGS
B 1
ART AND ACCESSORIES
1 0 off on remnants
for students
Phone (216) 262-15- 57
6840 Lincoln Way East
Wooster, Ohio 44691
REG OHIO TA 0305
7
LUithin walking distance
DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND STUDENT I.D.
CARDS AVAILABLE.
" FREE TRAVEL, CASH, & EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
Ooenines available for student organizations to promote the country's
mTst suSul SPRING BREAK tours. Call INTERCAMPUS PRO-
GRAMS 1-800-32- 7-6013.
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Education at
AMY M. DANA
"The capacity for individual in-
quiry and expression marks the lib-
erally educated person...;" (College
Catalogue, p. 9). Will we be
marked as liberally educated per-
sons upon our arrival to the world
outside Wooster after graduation?
That is to say, is room allowed
on this campus for individual
inquiry and expression?
I fear that today's Wooster gradu-
ates will be marked as liberal" not
for the intellectual growth they have
attained from a well-round- ed cur-
riculum, but for the political beliefs
they hold. Because of changes in
curricular policies, the phrase "lib-
eral arts" has come to mean some-
thing altogether paradoxical.
An assault against Western culture
has been initiated by deconstruct-ioninst- s,
feminists, new historians,
Marxists, and others who are con-
certed to attack the foundations of
society. Their first targets are the
canons of literature and methodol-
ogy. Such critics have used the hu-
manities as a' place where they can'
advocate their political ideologies.
Traditional studies of the Classics
have been replaced by mandatory
seminars on race, gender, class and
culture. Courses on white male au-
thors are being replaced by courses
on the literature of females and mi-
norities. These changes have been
in the spirit of providing equal time
to minorities in the curriculum, and
are indeed a respectable alternative
for providing a well-round-ed and di
7Vst WocaUrVoia is a nrwtpperoflhe College
of Wooocnmaaly.inaiaged aid pndbced
eaclusrcly by students. The Vote h published
each Friday during the academic school year,
except daring examination and beak periods.
Opinions expressed heron are not necessarily
those of the student body. cuy, college admin-
istration, of The Voict staff. Bybned pieces
reflect only the cpnions of the writers. The
Wooster Voict enooanges all typed, double --
spaced letters to me editor which do not exceed
300 words. Letters must oonuin the wmers fuH
name, addsEss, and telephone number in order
lo beccragJeredfcrpubikaticn. Letters must be
received by 5 pjrt on Tuesday tobe considesed
forlhe following Friday's pubfcesbon. The Voict
tuff reserves ihe right to hold or edit any tetter
which kieoaves. SJbtcrfbamoThtWoontr
Voict ate S30 per year and $20 per semester.
Overseas subscriptions ase 150. Subscription
orders and other ujiststntary should be ad-
dressed to: The Wooster Voice
BoC-3187.CO.- W.
Wooster. OH 4469!
(216)263-259- S
Wooster: Politicalization of the
verse education by being an addition
to the traditional canon.
But it seems that these course of-
ferings are being made instead of
rather than in addition to the
literature of the majority.
Another part of the canon revolu-
tion has been the elimination of the
primary texts of white male authors.
Instead of reading the primary
texts, commentaries are provided
which summarize the class or cul-
tural issue embodied in the text If
these courses resort using to the pri-
mary texts they are used only to fur-
nish illustrations for the critical theory
of deconstructionism.
In the class, students are encour-
aged to use certain language concur-
rent with the ideology behind the
criticism, Le., gender-inclusi-ve lan-
guage. Students who disagree with
the professor are not encouraged to
voice their opinions. Some profes-
sors go so far as to threaten students
with lower grades if the particular
diction of an ideology is not used.
Such a relationship within the-"classro- om
does not promote "criticaT
or analytical thinking. It suppresses
the desire for inquiry and fosters a
desire to follow the professor blindly.
It undermines the spirit of an educa-
tion, once hailed as for the ability to
reason.
What is perhaps most disturbing
about the nihilistic education of the
New Left is its irony. It attempts to
pursue the advancement of minori-
ties under the guise of freedom for
all. But in doing so, it neglects the
CMKeMU:
.hw? peo- -
majority's right to express itself in
waysit feels are most appropriate. Is
hat freedom? -
Even if the answer is "no," some
may ask, "So what is wrong with a
little liberalism within the class-
room? Isn't that the place where
ideas can be freely exchanged?" It is
true that diverse ideas should flow
through the classroom as part of in-
tellectual discourse. However, liber-
alism is not limited to the classroom.
Liberalism must be incorporated into
all facets of campus life as part of its
attempt to radically change the tenants
upon which the democratic society was '
fbundmtheccctextofthegoalsofthe
left, anything done in the classroom is
meaningless unless there is judicial en-
forcement lo lend the ideas credibility.
The College has approved legis-
lation as stated in the Scot's Key.
Section DC, Part B, which prohibits
"intimidating marches or parades"
on issues of racial bigotry, presum-
ably towards racial minorities. What
is so biased about this legislation is
that it is directed toward whites in its'
iriierpretafiorfan ana"
no other racial or minority group. Is
it in keeping with this rule to allow
black students to intimidate white
administrators in a demonstration of
aggression during a takeover of
Galpin Hall as they did in the Spring
of 1989? Are they exempt from the .
spirit of this legislation because it
was not a march or a parade, or
because the context of their history
justifies it? "
How is "intimidating" to be de
-
r
September 27, 1991
Humanities
fined? What is a "march" or "pa-
rade"? Is the annual Independent
Study parade for seniors intimidating
and discriminatory towards the other
classes on campus?
These rules, whether implicit in
the classroom, or explicit in the
Scot's Key, are an attempt to en-
force certain attitudes by curtailing
speech.
Our concerns and efforts should be
devoted towards developing the fun-
damental skills of reasoning neces-
sary to form logical conclusions about
minority versus majority issues.
Let the disciplines of philosophy
and literature enable us to attain those
skills without politicalization. Leave
the issues of social justice and poli-
tics to the social and political scien-
tists. And even there, leave room for
alternative opinions.
These pleas are not made out of
ignorance or hate (as some readers
may have assumed), but out of a
genuine concern for the benefits
which education can bestow upon
everyone. These questions should be
regarded as anlmquiry into the ideal
education, not as a personal attack.
Our professors have had the
privilege of a traditional educa-
tion. We cannot allow them to
deny it to us. If we do, the state
of higher education will be left
in a state of ruin for our chil-
dren. Colleges and universities
will become the trade schools of
ideology, not the institutions
dedicated to the betterment of
the mind.
-- THE WOQSTER VOICEViewpointsSeptember 27, 1991 Page 5
Spanky, Busted by Campus Security Letters to the Editor
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
Editor-in-Chi- ef '
I ran into my good buddy Spanky
.
McBride last Sunday morning while
walking up College Avenue.
He looked terrible. His hair
was all tangled, his clothes were
dirty and torn, and his breath
smelled like a gas station bathroom.
Spanky, I asked, what in the
world happened to you? Rough
night, eh?
"Believe me..."
Where are you coming from?
"Hygeia, dude."
What happened, are you sick?
Naw man, I got locked up."
What did you do?
"I walked across campus with
an opened beer."
This was going to be interesting.
44 Ya see, I was walking across
the Kauke Quad with some of my
brothers, minding my own busi
SGA Governs
KRISTIN L. FLACHSBART
Managing Editor -
on AwjmMKm
homeroom, our- - teacher , had the,
class vote for Middle School Stu-
dent Council Representatives. There
was one girl who had avidly cam-paigneds- for
the spot all week; she
seemed to want the position so
much, I voted for her. I figured at
least, she knew what the Student
Council was all about; the rest of
the class certainly didn't
Over half the class voted for our
campaigner-- - the rest, as luck would
have it, voted for me. I suddenly
found myself as fifth-gra- de alterna-
tive representative for an organiza-
tion about which neither my peers
nor myself had any clue.
' Funny how some things don't
change very much through the years.
The campus has survivea yet
another round of SGA elections.
Life went on, and no one really
seemed to care.' .
: The election, if one can really call
it th?r, was very simple and medio-
cre. After all, there was no contest
for any of the cabinet positions,
and most of the Senate slots for up-perclass- men
were not even filled .
by upperclassmen. The wonderful
ideal ofa student government fairly
representing each of the fourclasses .
did not occur. ,
For several days, the campus was
bombarded with campaign flyers.
The odd thing about these flyers
ness, on my way tp a party in
Bissman."
Yeah?
.
"And all of the sudden, this
white Ford Taurus comes out of
nowhere. Man, I'm telling you, it
was like, in Stealth mode."
Uh-huh- ...
"So. thinking that it was a real
cop, I dropped my barley in the
grass. Didn't even spill a drop.
The meter maid--- 1 mean campus
security officer then asked my
name, and for my I.D. .".:, ;..'-- r
"I'm thinking, these guys can't
be serious. Anyway, they ran ray'
name through the computer and
found out my rap sheet: three
parking tickets and a noise vio-
lation." '
Spanky, you criminal. ;
"Yeah, they started calling me
Mr. Repeat Offender."
So what did they do?
in an Apathetic
was that they were all for candidates
of the class of '95. Most of the first-ye- ar
students liad never heard of
these people. itappeared as ifno one .
else on this entire campus was
running for office. I didn't even
know who was running for my class
until I received my ballot There
weren't even enough candidates to
fill the six allotted positions. Lucky
for me first-ye- ar candidates, though,
who got these positions at-lar- ge.
As in years past the majority of
SGA campaigners are first-ye- ar
students and sophomores. They have
the time, the energy-perh- aps even
the ignorance.
The first-ye-ar students haven't
heard about theSGA's past troubles;
they aren't aware of its reputation.
The sophomores, aware of the past
troubles', still have the hopes of be-
ing able to change all of that and
whip SGA back into shape. i .
They have a long road ahead.
After all,what does the campus know
about SGA? The first-ye- ar students,:
some of whom have enough trouble :
ieniemberingto call themselves "first-year- s"
m fort c the fac, are soil
learning the ropes in the firstfew weeks, ;
and are finally decoding the alphabet --
soup of letter abbreviations: IS, PEC,
, SGA, ICC, ISA, etc
After it is learned that there is a
Student Government Association,
what do they know about the group?
What about these eager candidates?
Can one open house really reveal
"They called in back-u- p. This
golf cart came flying through the
arch, doin about 60. Then they
said I was a menace and that they
were gonna take me in."
They left your brothers alone?
"Yeah, man, I got singled out
because of my record. And get
this, all they tell my brothers is,
'Pour out your beer, and be sure
to recycle, or we'll take you all
in too."
Come on, Spanky, you had to
do more than you're telling me. I
mean, those guys are bored, but
they can't be that bored.
I asked them why they always
make the students get out of the
car and write the tickets when it's
30 below. I mean, it was a pleas-
ant SO, and .they .still made the
student read the Scot's Key. That
wasn't right." .
Whaddya gonna do?
Environment
that much?
How about the rest of us? What
knowledge do we really have about
SiSA;iaesUTs;Bto6or7
'
zation in charge of summer stor-
age, airport transportation, and stu-
dent organization funding.
Does the student body really care
about anything else that SGA does?
For the minority of students who
do care, it is practically impossible
for them to find out The SGA's
open minutes, with their bureau
cratic jargon, are impossible to deci-
pher. The SGA representatives
themselves aren't much better.
There is a serious case of SGA
apathy going around the campus,
which could prove fatal to SGA.
How exactly our Student Govern-
ment is governing remains un
known to the campus. The organi-
zation is suffering from a lousy
reputation caused by the election
fiasco last year and the Senate con-
troversy two weeks ago
The campus needs to know that
there is a student government out
there wanting and waiting to repre-
sent them. The SGA needs to in-
form the students of its progress or
lack ofprogress,perhaps via monthly
updates in the Pot (after all, they do
sponsor it), or bathroom flyers, or
even a small column in the Voice.
Then, perhaps, more students will
begin to care. Then again, maybe
I'm being too optimistic. It may
already be too late.
Sexist Whistles
Last week, most women on the
College of Wooster's campus
received a card from the Wilson
Bookstore.
The card offered a free gift to
anyone who brought it to the
bookstore. The free gift was a
"Fox-40T- M Safety Whistle."
The whistle is supposed to be
used as a safety device by
women against possible offend-
ers. It has a unique shrill sound
that is audible at a substantial
distance. Thus, it can be used as a
means of defense for any kind of
assault, whether by day, or by night
As I recall, the college hand-
out on sexual assault titled "Am
l a Victim of Sexual Harass-- ;
mem?" said that one does not need
to be a woman to be a victim of
sexual assault or harassment
When I walk around campus
Poethig Clarifies
I would like to clarify a statement
I made about the Security Depart-
ment in m September 13th View-
point column . about sexual assault
prosecution.
-
The ambiguity of my claim that
"Security should be well trained to
handle sexual assault cases..." is a
misnomer.
Through further investigation I
have found that indeed, they are
quite reliable in their response to
calls pertaining to sexual assault
Their method and process empow-
ers the woman to make her own
decisions about what the next step
should be, but officers will also
inform her of the options available
late at night, there are places that
I don't feel comfortable walking
alone. And, being relatively
small-buil- t, I think there can be
an incident where I (belonging to
the male gender) will not be able
to protect myself!
.
On this campus, the term "first-yea- r"
is used Instead of. "fresh-
man," as well as other preferred
inclusive terms. This shows that
the campus is aware of the inclu-
sive language situation and re-
lated matters. Are we seeing a
severe case of SEXISM when
only the female gender on cam-
pus receives a free whistle for
their protection? Is it being as-
sumed that all men on this cam-
pus are able to protect them-
selves? Or is it just the women
who need the protection?
The questions may not be as
profound, but the answers are.
Asad Khan '93
to her.
Therefore, there should be no am-
bivalence about calling The College
of Wooster Security Force about
cases of sexual assault and offence. .
,
I want to reiterate that it is impor-
tant to do so if one plans to prosecute
her case in criminal court It may not --
be easy to make that decision at the
time ofan incident, and security will
not pressure you to do so. I suggest
that you make a conscious vow to
yourself now that you will choose to
do something for yourself to recover
from the assault, whether that means
prosecution or not Make sure you
know that the option to prosecute is
available, ifyou collect the evidence
early, and then decide what you will
do should someone assault you.
Erika Poethig '93
The Wooster Voice
Is your resume looking a little bare?
Do your parents ask you why you have so
much free time at College?
Did you get disqualified from the SGA ballot?
Are you dreading the finale of Intermurals?
Or are you just bored?
Come on down to Lowry's Underground and enjoy
happy hour with us, all the time.
We have positions available in several departments.
Raging Capitalist? Join the Advertising Staff.
Computer Geek? Production's for you! .
English Whiz? Become a Staff Writer. V
Contact the Wooster Voice X-25- 98, C-31- &7.
THE WOOSTHt VOICE
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Miller and Haakonsen Jump
into
.
U
D
TVO, FCXJR, SX, EX3IT WIP DO WE APfRBOATE? HaWKANDDCUG!
DEB DAVIDSON
Voice Staff Writer
It all began as a "whim", but now
Doug Miller 94 and Eric "Hawk"
Haakonsen '93 are very serious about
theirnewly earned spots on Woosters
cheerleading squad.
Miller and Haakonsen found out
about the need for male cheerleaders
from some female friends already on
the squad. So, in order to humor their
friends, they showed up for the first
Sidekicks: A
LAUREN COHEN .
Staff Writer
The Student Activities Board
(SAB) is once again sponsoring a
series ofshortcourses known as S ide-kick- s.
The courses are designed to
expose participants, at a relatively
low cost, to subjects which they
would not have the opportunity to
cxperier through the college's stan-
dard curriculum.
Spots on Squad
ii
Photo by Dan Stefanuk
practice. Once there, they discov-
ered that cheering was a lot of fun.
"There haven't been any male
cheerleaders at Wooster for at least
five years," said co-capta-in Deb
Drysdale. "We're been recruiting
guys for a while, and every year we
have about five or six sign up. but
they never show. These guys just
showed up at our first practice." '
Why exactly are they doing this?
"I like football," said Haakonsen,
Chance to Learn Whafs NotTaught in the Classroom
Offerings for the fall semester in-
clude many courses which have been
given in previous semesters, includ-
ing ballroom dancing, American sign
language. Red Cross CPR training,
and preparation for the GRE. In
addition, new interests are featured
in this semester's offerings.
The time commitments and cosst
for Sidekicks courses vary, depend-
ing on the course and the instructor.
"and this gives me the chance to
really cheer for the team." : ;
: "It's a good way to get involved.
We like to have Betas participate in
all aspects of the College, and this is :
a way to show some spirit," stated
Miller. ."People respect cheerlead-
ers." he said wiih a smile when asked
what he believed people would think.
"We took a lot of razzin' at first,
" but they're just jeatouVbchjmen
agreed, again with smiles. T
, The other members of the squad
seem to enjoy the new additions.
"They've bden learning the cheers,
and we're trying to incorporate them
into some stunts," said co-capta- in
'Diane Bryant.
Miller and Haakonsen will make
.
their cheering debut at tomorrow's
football game againstOhioWesleyan.
They both feel"a link nervous" about
it, but are sure it will be "a lot offun."
The pair act as bases for pyramids,
and they are also working on tosses.
"We're the brawn behind the opera-
tion," said Miller. "They're the
2 finesse and graosiwelrejhs fjjonda
tion!"
The cheerleading program has al-
most no financial support, and so
uniforms for these two posed a prob-
lem. They wish to thank Ed Runser of
the bookstore for coming through by
donating the uniforms.
Exactly what will the new cheer-
leaders be sporting tomorrow? "We
tftought aboutwearmgkilts,"laughed
Doug, "But we decided it would get
too hoc"
Exactly what will they be sporting
tomorrow? They settled on gold,
black, and white rugby shirts and
black shorts. - "; - .
To see these guys-a-nd the rest of
the squad-- in action, be sure to show
up at tomorrow's game. And don't
forget your pom-pom- s. According to
Miller, "It'll be fun for the whole
family!" .
Classes may meet only once, or they
may continue over a series ofdays or
weeks. Most courses are offered in
the evening, although a few are of-
fered on the the weekend. Fees range
from nothing to $22.
It is hoped that students win take
thecourses for fun.butalso to supple-
ment to their educational experience
at the College. Students will find the
classes interesting and the instructors
Liz Barney: Leader
of the
TARA BURG Y AND" ;
LISA OSTERMUELLER
"
Guest Writers
Do you know Liz Barney? Yeah,
senior, soccer player, economics
major, Zetar-righ- t? That's her, but
that's not all she is or does on cam-
pus. Elizabeth Barney is yetanother
College of Wooster original whom
the L.EAD team would like to
honor as their September 1991
Leader of the Month. :: rr
Although bora in the U-S- ., Liz
now lives with her parents in
Heidelburg, Germany, where her
father has been stationed as a Colo-
nel in the Army for the past nine
years. As a result of living in a
forei gn country, Liz has discovered
ways to keep abreast of happenings
in the world, especially the United
States. Thus her interest in Model
UnitedNations in high school, which
has continued throughout her col-
lege career. This year; she was
homnvi with' the role toT Director'
with the National Board foi Model"
Staying aware and involved glo-
bally as well as within the college
campus has been a major focus for
Liz. This interest becomes apparent
when you notice the numerous fac-
ets of college life Liz is active in.
This year especially , Liz has taken
on sizable responsibilities, namely
with the Women's Athletic Asso-
ciation.
Since her sophomore year," Liz
has been involved with WAA. Now,
as a senior, with free-spirit- ed moti-
vation and creativity,' Liz :has
stormed the organization's heirarchy
to reach the top as president.' She
explains that she foresees great po-
tential and opportunities for this or-
ganization and hopes that it will
reach new heights under her leader
wen-qualifie- d.
Barb Finley 94 will begin her
second year as the instructor of the
ballroom dancing course offered
through the program. Herself a ball-
room dancer, Finley hopes to bring
her experience and love of dance to
her teaching. She believes that most
of the other instructors involved in
the program are there with the same
goal in mind to share with stu
Month
ship. Already this year, WAA has
hosted a successful orientation din-
ner for women athletes and all those
interested in sports,as well as begun
the weekly presentation of Woman
Athlete of the Week. Liz is a mem-
ber of the Women's Varsity soccer
team and the Women's rugby team.
Liz's involvement doesn't stop
there; She has also become increas-
ingly involved in Zeta Phi Gamma.
One of the original twelve Zetas,
Liz helped write the charter with the
initial intentofmeeting new people.
As the yean have passed, she has
taken on the roles of Historian, Sec-
retary, Alumni Chair, and,currently,
Vice-Preside- nL In this capacity she
is responsible forbrainstorming, del-
egating, motivating, and organizing
numerous activities.
On top of all these activities, Liz
continues to stress the importance
of her academics. She describes
herself as being "intense with aca-
demics" and always carries a full
course load. "As an economics ma- -
ijorrandmaluVmiribrvIiz'has earned
the respect in both departments and
is now an economics and math
grader and tutor as well as the Eco-
nomics Assistant to the department.
Currently, Liz is combining her in-
terests in economics and German by
taking an economics class presented
in German. This is to help her
prepare for a business test she must
take in order to do business in Ger-
many.
When you first meet Liz, she
comes offas a serious student, dedi-
cated to both her organizations and
academics. Yet, her energetic and
positive attitude cannot be camou-
flaged, no matter how serious the
topic of discussion. It is for these
contributions to the entire campus
that LJLA.D honors Elizabeth
Barney as Leader of the Month.
dents something that they truly feel
is worthwhile.
Finley states, "It's a wonderful op-
portunity to lean something youcan't
learn in the regular curriculum."
Registration for the fall semester
series of Sidekicks courses was held
Monday and Tuesday, but interested
students may still register by contact-
ing Nancy Musser in the Lowry Cen-l- er
director's office.
- Photo by Jim Ottron
John Schwencer 92 with his host kctiherTeresa and host BRonR
Jos&Ramon.
with. the rest of her family) when-
ever it passed over a tope (speed
bump), so that they would ensure the
car's arrival anywhere outside the
city limits. .
We all experienced the closeness
of the Mexican family and became a
part of that during our time in Toluca.
We were considered another daugh-
ter, son, sister, or brother and treated
as such. Although at times commu-
nication presented abarrier,our fami-
lies were always patient and helped
us in any way they could. At times
it was difficult to adjust to different
values and attitudes that were present
in the society, but some were easier
than others. Connie was thrilled
because she finally found a place
where she could be late and be ac-
cepted for it!
After all was said and done, each
of us was asked to write an evalua-
tion of this year's program. I think
Connie spoke for all of us when she
wrote,! loved the program! Before
ti::ui;i 011:4 :-- t(:v :i .i.iMI :'Vflil .'Ml
uiss
mustercrrd
accepted
222 111. Liberty St. 264-21- 61
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Mobster in Mexico: Summer to Reiiiember
KRISTEN MARA GRANDEY
'Guest Writer - - ?
Voy a extraflarlos" (JL'm going to
miss you) and "Los quiero" (I love
you) were the phrases heard most
often the day we left Toluca, the
capital city of the state of Mexico.
With tears streaming down our faces
we entered the van, waved goodbye
to our host families, and drove to
Mexico City where we left for our
respective homes in the U. the
following day. .: . v . . ; .
We had just participated in the
Wooster in Mexico program, a six-we- ek
summer study abroad experi-
ence directed by Jim Citron, the Di-
rector of International Student Af-
fairs at the College of Wooster and
coordinated in Mlxico by the
Experimento . de Convivencio
Internacional (Experiment in Inter-
national Living).
Wooster in Mexico was begun
two years ago and consists of a one-we-ek
stay in Mexico City, followed
by a five-wee- k homestay experience
Obviously we all wanted to improve
our Spanish, but why this particular
program? Some of us went because
we wanted to go abroad but didn't
have enough time in our schedules
to set aside an entire semester for
study. Others felt more comfortable
with a six-we- ek program as opposed
to three months to a year in a foreign
country. Still others went because
they .wanted to study , abroad but
didn't haye enough language courses
to qualify for one of the other pro-
grams on campus, . , . ; : .
.
Regardless of what brought us
there, we all found ourselves to-
gether on the night of June 19 in
Mexico City. At that point our one
major goal was to avoid drinking the
water (the one thing everyone warned
us about beforehand). We spent a
week learning about Mexican cul-
ture and adapting ourselves to our
new environment. After days of
activity around the city, we finally
found ourselves on a bus to Toluca,
our homestay city. This was where
in an area somewhere outside the the real learning began and I m
city. Credits for both. Spanish .201.., not speaking about . learning .wihin,
and 2,02i jaticeibyt(Hthe9L)iclassnx)miwit.uhin aiu iuiw j
participating students. --. Students Although there was time spent.
involved in the program this past learning Spanish in class, everyone
year included four students from
Wooster Ann Intrieri, Connie
Mathews, John Schwendener, and
myself, as well as four non-Colle- ge
of Wooster students.
All of us entered the program with
different goals and expectations.
on the program this past year speaks
about what they learned outside of
the classroom. John can talk about
how he was shocked to discover that
hismaid did not know how to operate
a seat belt, and Ann about how she
had to run alongside her car (along
- w-- . f ,
. . V-- ! !)
.11 !
'
... ; ,
'.
r
, : --
": J ... Photo by Joiin Schwendener
"The Woosthi in Mexkd 91 participants along wtth a local Mariach band. .
' I went on it, Jim had said that stu
dents had rated it as one of the best
experiences of their lives. I thought
he was exaggerating somewhat, but
now I think that I agree."
Plans are already underway for
this year's program. For more infor-
mation, contact Jim Citron (x2074),
or speak with one of the students
who went on the trip this past year.
If you ever wanted a great study-abroa- d
experience, this is it. (What
more needs to be said?)
ICEHOUSE
DRIVE - THRU
For all your
beverage
and party needs.
Beer.wine,
chips, soda, ice
and snackfoods.
HOURS
Sun. -- Thur."
11 12:30
Fri. and Sat.
11-- 1
University
3 . icx
PQ
located at the corner
of Bowman and
Palmer
A'&ElRtAlJSlMKNT
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Reggae Music at Party
on the Green
SHAWN PERRY
lA & E Editor
Tomorrow the traditional Party
oothc Green will lake place here at
Wooster, and performing at tne
festivities will be Cleveland reggae,
group Earth Force.
They will be playing on the quad
starting at 8 p.ra. and continue
until 11 pjn.
The group is not new to the
Wooster campus. They have
played at the Underground as well
as at various campus events.
Therezzae sextet plays combi
nation of rock steady, ska. calypso
and roots reggae. Led by Ras
Matunji. the group avery popular m
the Cleveland area, which has been
experiencing a spread in reggae
style bands in the last tew years.
--I think I have sown the seed
here." says Matnnji. "When I first
came into Cleveland, there was no
reggae. Along with some other
local fellows, we started playing
and from those early sessions came
all the other bands."
One of those bands of which he
speaks is the popular group Sana
which also frequently visits
Wooster.
The reggae sound is one based in
rich history with a connection to
spiritual beliefs and cultural situa-
tions. Originally form the Carib-
bean island of Jamaica, the music
has progressed as a popular form in
this country through its integration
with American blues and soul in
the" 50s and "60s.
Its predecessors include "ska,"
which included . the use of
large horn sections, and "rock
steady," which emphasized the
rhythm section and the popular
cade need vocals.
Performers such as Jimmy Cliff,
Bob Marley, Peter Tosh are re-
spected legends in the styU and
such artists as Maxi Priest, Soul II
Soul and Ziggy Marley, the son of
Bob Marley, have helped bring the
music form to the forefront of
popular music today.
When enjoying the festivities at the
Party on the Green don't miss, the
reggae sounds of Eanh Force.
rtl o.waT j rZS0MJZ lCfiFi6t WIT
1940's Radio Hour Gomes to
Freedlander Parents'
KRISTiN L. FLACHSB ART
Managing Editor -
This year, the theatre depart-
ment is adding a special treat to
its schedule of shows by includ-
ing a musical. ."
The 1940's Radio our, by Walton
Jones, will run during Parents
Weekend for four performances.
The last musical performed at
the College was A Funny Thing .
Happened on the Way to the Fo-
rum, during the 1987-8- 8 season.
"It's a medium we don't get to
work on very often," commented
director Kim Vaughn. "The cost
of a musical show is usually
three times the cost of a straight
show. The cost of royalities
alone are ten times the amount of
the average straight show."
The music for the show wijl be
provided by the Wooster Jazz En-
semble, directed by Jeff
Lindbera. Lindberjr. also has a
display-
ing the works of 101 women art-
ists of color beginning August
28 through October 6.
Titled "Ancestors Known and
Unknown: Box Works," the ex-
hibit is part of the College's fo-ru- m
series on "Difference,
Power and Discrimination: Per-
spectives on Race, Gender, Class
and Culture.".
41 j aren't
c caf7.
TEMP'S
role in the show.
The theatre department chose
this show for many reasons. First,
since the show is an ensemble
cast, there are no separate sing-
ing and dancing ensembles to
worry about. Since the location
of the show is in an old radio
hall, there is no need for a
multi-loca- le set, which is very
time-consumi- ng and expensive
; to build. 'The show calls for
very few costume changes, mean- -
: ing less work for the costume crew.
The show is set in December,
1942, and takes place before,
during, and after a radio show
broadcast live in front of an au-
dience. The songs from the
show are being recorded and tran-
scribed on records to be sent to
the soldiers in World War 11.
Vaughn commented that the
feelings toward the troops in this
show are similar to the ones our
Forum ArtExhibit
Continues at Frick
SHAWN PERRY
Voice A&E Editor
The College of Wooster Art
Museum will feature a nation-
ally traveling art exhibit
Women artists from various
cultural and racial backgrounds
have created "boxes" which honor
personal or communal ancestors.
The exhibit has toured the
country through the organiza-
tion Coast to Coast, a coalition
founded in 1987 to support col-
ored women artists. .
The Art Museum is located
on University Street behind
Andrews Library and is open
free of charge from 9 a.m. to 5 .
p.m. Monday through Friday,
and from 2 to 5 p.m. on Sunday.- -
Ve will U &'cei, n
frh'es ! Vfr i
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Weekend
country felt recently toward the
troops in Desert Storm.- - ,
There are 15 roles in the show,
including three non- - singing char-
acters, for which over 45 people
auditioned. Vaughn is amazed
by the amount of talent there is
among both students in theatre
and non-theat- re majors.
The cast includes four first-ye- ar
students, one sophomore, five jun-
iors, and four seniors. Only two of
these actors are declared theatre
majors. Other actors' majors in-
clude history, music therapy; phi-
losophy, pre-la- w, psychology, and
religious studies.
Because the show plays during
Parents' Weekend, the theatre de-
partment is expecting a sell-o- ut
crowd. Tickets go on sale Tuesday
in the Freedlander Box Office, open
from 12-2pj- n. and 4 --6 p.m. Tickets
are $2 for parents and faculty and
are free to college students.
The Wooster Voice's
Arts .& Entertainment
Section is looking for staff
writers to review art ex
hibits, musical perfor-
mances, plays & musicals,
and record releases.
Not only is it a great re-
sume sniffer, but you get
to see your name in print
(and all your friends will
be impressed, not to men-
tion your parents).
Contact Shawn Perry
x259S or through campus
mail, C-31-87. .
"CI. r
jr.vet
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STUDENT ACTW
FRIDAY. SEPT. 27
Its the last day for Home-
coming Floats, HouseHall
Decorating, and Games on
the Quad Registration, so
sign up now!
PRELIMINARY
OUTSTANDING SENIOR
VOTING
1 1 a.m. -- 1 p.m. in Lowry
or Kittridge,
HAPPY HOUR
Chill at the Underground
from 5 --7p.m.
VARIETY SHOW
See who wins the prize
for the best art at the Un
derground at 7:30 p.m. for
only S .50! (Sponsered by
SAB-Bla- ck Forum)
OPEN MIKE NIGHT
Stay at the Underground
to watch all your peers
"do their thing" 1 1 p. m. to
2 am.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 28
TRAVEL TRIP
Tour an Amish Home.
Cheese factory, Bake Shop,
and more 10 a.m.-- 3 p.m.
MOVIE
Watch Marilyn Monroe in
How to Marry A Millonalre
at Mateer 7:30 p.m.. 1 0 p.m..
and 12 am. for only $1.00!
PARTY ON
THE GREEN
Don't miss this popular
event 8rl 1:30 p.m. on the
quad featuring the band
Earth Force! (Co-Spo- ns.
SABBSABWO)
PARTY AFTER
THE GREEN
Keep the party going
when it moves to the Un-
derground 11:30 p.m. -- 2
a.m. with DJ Eric
Hawkinson!
Equadarian Sweaters .
We also have special rates
on many other things including
Bajas, Block Print India T-Shir-ts,
Grateful Dead T-Shir-ts, Dresses
'--
'''
''
." ,, ',
'
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BOARD
SUNDAY. SEPT. 29
CLASSIC FILM
Watch Powaqqatsi in
Mateer at 7:30 p.m. for
FREE!
MONDAY. SEPT. 30
TO THURS. OCT. 3
DOCUMENTING AIDS
Get a retrospective look
at four short documentary
films and videos produced
in the first decade of the
disease in Mateer for FREE
TUESDAY. OCT. 1
PIT FLICK
Don't miss Bugs Bunny in
Lowry Pit 5-- 7 p.m.!
WEDNESDAY.' OCT. 2
VIDEOS
Watch Caddy Shack at 8
p.m & the sexy thriller
Body Heat at 10 p.m. at
the Underground for
oiuy jui
WCWS CONCERT CONNECTION
Kevin Anderson - Music Director
OCTOBER
Fri. 4 Lucy Brown & Spin Masters Kent State University
Sat. 5 Crowded HouseRichard Thompson Bogart's (Cincinnati)
Sun. 6 Lucy Brown & Spin Masters Empire Club (Cleveland)
Seven Simons Bogart's
Crowded HouseRichard Thompson Agora (Cleveland)
School Of Fish Kent State University
Mon.7 WonderstuffMilltown Brothers Empire Club
Wed. 9 Son Seals Peabody's (Cleveland)
Seven Simons Frankie's (Toledo)
Sat. 12 Meat Puppets Peabody's
Tue. 15 Hoodoo Gurus Empire Club
Thu.17 Insane JaneEllen James Society OberUn College
Monks of DoomHieronomous Firebrain Peabody's
Sat. 19 Blues TravelerWidespread Panic Agora
Tue, 22 Disappear Fear Peabody's
Wed. 23 Mother Love BonePearl Jam Peabody's
Fri. 25 Safflre Peabody's
Riverfront StadiumTue. 29 Rush.
For Ticket Information on most of these shows, call the
Ticket master Hotline:
1-800- -448-9009
.
1 iiiiimiinmiin.iu.M.ijMjijjjl.ijjj.w.i.i.ij.il I
WITH THIS
COUPON
YOU CAN GET:
Handloom Indian ,
TapestriesBedspreads
in Twin or Full
2 for $20 :
I
COME SEE US AT
INTERNATIONAL
. BOUTIQUE. -
1:
--2we are locatedat?ys
' 150 WEST LIBERT Y STREET
FREEDLANDERS,
NEXT TO MATSO'S
wmmmmm&yWmmmmm
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Wooster Falls to
Wittenburg 39-- 6
JOHN MORROW
Voice Football Correspondent
The Scots' football team entered
last weekend's game with aspirations
of getting their firstwin of the season.
Mentally, the team was excited and
anxious to overcome their season
opening defeat to ML Union. Unfor-
tunately for the Scots, the Wittenberg
Tigers dashed these hopes by beating
Wooster 39-- 6. The loss dropped the
Scots' record to 0-- 2 on the season.
Initially, the game looked promis-
ing for the Scots as they successfully
stopped the Tiger's first two offen-
sive drives. The Scots, however,
were also unable to capitalize on their
own possessions. Wittenberg farced
the Scots to punt on their first posses-
sion, and on the Scots second pos-
session. Wittenberg recovered a
fumble deep in Scots territory. Two
plays later, the Tigers were leading
the game, 7-- 0.
Wittenberg scored another touch-
down on their next possession. The
score was 13-- 0 at the end of the first
quarter. As the offense continued to
flounder in the second quarter, two
interceptions, one by James Weaver
94 and another by TJ. Mallory '92.
helpedjhe Scots to stay within reach
of the Tigers. The score remained
13-- 0 until halftime.
Wittenberg used the second half to
.
destroy all hope of a Scots victory.
Although the Tigers did not score on
their first possession of the second
half, their next four possession all
resulted in touchdowns. During this
stretch, the Scots were able to score
only one touchdown of their own.
Bob Tucker, Wooster's Head Coach,
said that this "one nice drive, was too
little and too late." The touchdown
accounted for all of the Scots' six
points.
The Scots future looks even more
difficult than the first two games.
Ohio Wesleyan arrives for
tomorrow's home opener with a 2-- 0
record and a top twenty national rank-
ing. Wesleyan has been one of Divi-
sion Ill's toughest competitors in re-
cent years, losing only two games
over the last two seasons. One of
these two losses came at the hands of
the Scots in the 1989 season finale.
The Scots hope, however, to make
a good showing with the debut of
their new stadium. To accomplish
this task, the Scots must play as a
team unit Tucker agreed, "We need
to come together as a team. We need
to do it for the team, not for the new
stadium or for selfish reasons."
tig
whyyou'll love
Mcintosh
1. It's easy to use.
Bring home an Apple Macintosh computer
today and use f to complete assignments by
longnt even t you" new used a computer
before.
tmmUcncmlG-OrXi.- il mdt m COPY C
mirncuufTDOC a wcm. Moan i
Just plug everything together, ftp the "ton"
swich, and you're ready rol
'
Toaptmdm mmdL
f,mr --
omt to duaw 1 1 "
'MM
lofmvtdm LJ"J 1 '
l- - '
leam id use one Macintosh rjtoeram. and
you've learned the basics of using them al
For example, the commands you use, such
as Open, dose. Copy; Paste, Save, Cut, Print,
and L"ndo, are found n the same place
everyome.
6. It can grow with yai
Thij week you're majoring in phiosophy,
nett week r$ nudear physics After al, no one
knows exactly what the forure wi bring. Thar
why mOons of students haw found that irvest-in- g
in a Macintosh is a smart move Because
Madntosh can jrrmedately help you do what-ev- er
you do-be- tter. And i, come tomorrow, you
find that you want p do something cBfaent, no
rjrorJern. k's easy to upgrade your Macron
to help you rise the challenge.
7. W
Dong your work faster, better, and more
creatively is abo a plus .
.in the working
worid-on- d
that's precisely
why Madntosh
computers are
used in 74 percent
of Fortune 1000
companies. ,
mm
,
m
To cornea i omter, a modem, an external
hard dele, or just about any other peripheral
to a Maontosh, amply plug t in. Thai 's aB
there it tot.
9. Itletsyouwofkwith
Shers.
Every Macintosh is equipped with an
Apple SuperDriver a unique floppy disk drive
that can use not only Madntosh disks, but also
MS-DO- S and OS2 cfcJo created on IBM and
BM-compau- tle computers U'th SofiPC from
Insignia Sdubons, you can even run MSOOS
appkaoccflvour Macintosh.
J
Just connea the LocarEii' cable from
one Madntosh u another Macintosh,
k takes just a few minutes, and you dont
have to buy any additional hardware
or software.
Vth Macintosh.
.
you can send in
assignments,
gain access to
software you
needfcradass,
and receive
v lecture notes,
'class schedules,
and other
infarrrobon
right from your
own room.
on
12 It'smore
affordable than era
Macintosh prices have never been lower-especia-Dy
with the student
pricing avaoabie
from your
authorized Apple
campus rese&x
Ybu may even
qualify for
financing, which
makes Macintosh
even more
For further information contact
Kim Strollo in Taylor Hall
Room 311, Ext 2245
affordable.
These reasons al add up to the
power of MaarHosh. Trie power
lobeyourbesL V--.
LISA MEURER
Voice Sports Writer
On Saturday afternoon, the Lady
Scots gained their fourth victory with
awin over Depauw. Although Depauw
scored the first goal of the game, offof
a corner kick at 30:55, the Lady Scots
could not be denied. Attackers Keri
Makar 94, Karen Powers 93, and
Pam Butler 95 placed consequential
pressure on Wilmington causing their
defensive breakdown. In anattempt to
Wooster fans could only watch
as Otterbein's Tom Scott beat
Wooster goalkeeper Drew Nelson
92 to give the Cardinals a 1- -0
lead with just ten minutes left to
play in the game.
j i
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Missed Opportunites Lead to .500 Record
--
,
V-- , ! I I
Ji W & 1
Alan Banda "95, goes up strong for the header.
ANDREW ROBERTSON
Voice Sports Writer
It took quite a while for the
College of Wooster men's soc-
cer team to get rolling against
Otterbein on Saturday, but a goal
by Mphatso Namwali '93 late in
the second half and another by Brad
Evans '92 in overtime enabled the
Scots to pull out a nailbiting 2-- 1 vic-
tory at Carl Dale Held.
A large crowd of anxious
Photo Ian Lockwood
. But groans turned to cheers
when Namwali tied the score with
a goal that seared the back right
corner of the Cardinals net at the
two-minu- te mark to send the
game into overtime.
Evans then scored the game-winn- er
in the first overtime pe-
riod to give the Scots a well-deserv- ed
victory. -
Wooster dominated the entire
game, but the offense did not
start rolling until the second half.
The Scots out shot Otterbein 42-- 8,
getting 21 in the first period.
Brilliant goaltending by Steve
Vobbe was all that kept the Car-
dinals in the game.
The high-power- ed Wooster of-
fense triggered shot after shot
but could not get the ball into the
net.
"Not being able to score was
very frustrating," said Wooster
head coach Bob Nye.
We created numerous oppor-
tunities, but for whatever reason,
we couldn't put the ball in the
net."
r-oXhe-
vScots continued p domi- -
'nate in the overtime period by
knocking in their own rebound to
give Wooster a 2-- 1 advantage.
The Scots hung on for the vic-
tory, which raised their record to
3-2-
-2.
The players then battled strong
against a talented Wilmington
squad but gave up a goal late in
the game and couldn't rebound
as they lost to the Earthquakers
1-
-0 in a non-conferen- ce match-
up under the lights of the
Wilmington stadium on Wednes-
day evening.
"It was a fine game up and down
the field," said Nye. The guys
played as well as they could."
It was a game of fast breaks
and rapid swings in momentum
as first one team then the other
Lady Scot's Continue Trek Towards NCAC Tide
pass back to their keeper, a Depauw
defender scored on her own goaL In-
tensified, die Lady Scots dominated
the remainder of the game. A second
goal was scored ten minutes into the
second half. Assisted byQariRoberts
94, Makar successfully launched the
ball into the goal from outside of the
eighteen yard line. Final score:
Wooster 2 - Depauw L
The Lady Scots furthered their win-nin- g
streak on Tuesday with a victory
over Wilmington. Despite faulty
weather, the team displayed a great
desire to win. Late in the first half,
Kim Kouhls 95 drove an indirect kick
straight at the Wilmington goal which
was deflected into the net by their
keeper. With the defense and midfield
completely dominating in the second
half, Makar was able to place across in
front of the goal whereLarisaRicksons
95 effected a strong kick and scored a
second goaL Said Makar, "We totally
dominated the game and didn't give
them a chance to win. It was only a
matter of time. I knew that we'd
score." Captain Barbie Thompson 92
concurred, "We are creating more
midfield connections, and developing
a more consistent attack which will
ensure us further victories.' The Lady
Scots proved triumphant over
Wilmington 2-- 0.
Head Coach David Brown felt that
his team should have finished thegame
off earlier against Wilmington. He
said that an area ofconcern was com-peti- ng
in the rain and stated that he did
created good scoring opportuni-
ties. -
Wilmington displayed a show
of force early when Chris Barker
unloaded a quick shot less than a
minute into the game, but Nelson
was there to make the save.
Soon after Scot striker Alan
Banda '95 broke free on the right
side but his boot was handled
smoothly by Earthquaker goalie
Greg Gessendorf.. . ;
The rest of the half was marked
by stern defense and sterling play
from both keepers.
The second half brought more
excitement at both ends of the
field, as both teams refused to let
up the pressure. -
Wilmington seemed to have the
advantage as the Wooster defense
scrambled to clear several loose
balls in front of their own net.
But then the Scots had a chance
to go in front late in the second
period when Namwali collected
a loose ball in front of the
Wilmington goal.
He turned and fired a bullet
but Gessendorf deflected the shot
wide to preserve the tie.
Then with only ten minutes left
in the game, Bobby Kuhn
launched a long pass to
Earthquaker striker Chris
Kroeger who settled the ball and
blasted the winning goal past
Nelson.
Wilmington hung on to win 1-- 0.
The loss drops the struggling
Scots to a record of 3-3- -2.
"We have created the opportu-
nities to score," Nye remarked
after the game.
MWe just didn't have the
authoruty to finish." V
Wooster hopes to turn things
around when they travel to Ohio
Wesleyan next Saturday in their
first NCAC match-u- p of the
season.
not feel the Lady Scots were mentally
prepared to play under such weather
conditions. When asked what his ex-
pectations were for the next, week
Brown stated. "All games coming up
are tough and very important - but we
have the ability to win. Iam confident
and look forward to our first confer-
ence game against Wesleyan."
The Lady Scots, now fifth in the '
region with a record of 5-2--1, play at
home against Ohio Wesleyan on Sat-
urday at 1:00 p.m.
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Wooster Invitational: Blakemore and
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Jason Kelly "93 charges to outrun 135 other runners.
BETH BLAKEMORE
Voice Sports Writer
Jason Kelley 93 outran some 133
runners from, 13 learns to a first place
Crush and a new meet record in the
Wooster Invitational Samrday.
' Coach Dennis Rice com merited on
the junior's 26:14 minute victory.
"Individually Kelley led the way wiih
an outstanding performance setting a
course record by 45 seconds."
Concerning the team's third place
finish behind Denison and Mount
Union,Rice added."! am very pleased
with the way me men performed. The
team is beaded in the right direction
Kelly Headed
with improvement each week."
Behind Kelley. Adam Meyers "94
ran solidly on this hilly, strength ori-
ented course to place 23rd in 27:53.
Co-capta- in Mike Rachita 92, David
Stouffer 94 and Jason Hudson 93
followed closely returning to the fin-
ish line in 28:09, 28.-2-3 and 28:52.
respectively. Rice stated. "The
middle group with Meyers, Rachita,
StoufTer and Hudson combined fix a
strong effort."
Experiencing Kahoona hill for the
first time under racing conditions.
"Paul Kinney ran another steady ef
Scot's Charge
Photo Dan Stefaniux
fort for a first year," said Rice. He
secured 56th place in 2932." '
"Steve McMillan ran his best race
of the season to round out the lop
seven with a 62nd place finish," said
Rice. '
Also taking advantage of the opti-
mal running weather, approximately
65 degrees, were Dan Dickey 93.
Adam Kiss 93 and Chris Ha who
finished in 2921. 29:31 and 3O00
respectively.
,
.
The Scots will take this weekend
offand be back in action the follow-
ing Saturday at Denison University. ,
HOWIE RENSCHTLER
Voice Sports Writer " - . ' :
' On Saturday rnorning. the twenty- -'
first of September, the women's cross
country team raced their way to a
thirdplace finish at the Wooster Cross
Country Invitational. The competi-
tion was held on a course very famil-
iar to the women harriers, the LC
Boles Golf Course. With the home
course advantage and support from-- ,
thd campus cornmunrty the" women''
performed to the limits of theirpresent
abilities Abilitieswhich will expand
in speed and form in the weeks and;
races ahead. : ' T ' h e
Wooster team and the entire race
were led by Beth Blakemore '92 who
ran a20:13.4. Blakemore's firstplace
finish was an achievement that any ;
runner would wish to accomplish in
their senior year. Blakemore incred-ib-le
performance was followed by
captain Anna Scherzer 92. Scherzer
raced to finish seventeenth in a time
of 21:17j0. Following closely be--:
hind Scherzer were Catherine Scott
95 and captain Susan Louis '92 in
times of2 1:29.6 and 2l:46.8Tespec-fivSyftefrV- of
S&cnScofc
and Louis has been the rniin concrib- -'
uting factor to Wooster's success.
These three women have placed close
together and wUh the front runners --
for two weekends in a row, conse-
quently keeping Wooster's scores low
and competitive.
Janette Link "Nettie" 92 rounded
out the top five scoring positions in
thirty-nine- th place in a time of
22:21.8. Then newcomers Beth
Yerdon 95 and Jo Lyne Denapoli
95 raced to finish forty-fift- h and
fifty-nine- th in times of 22:43.9 and
lrespecuvely. -
" The performance by this year's .
group of first-ye- ar women are very
indicative of the strong program that
coach Dennis Rice has pieced to
gether through hard work and solid
coaching. The efforts of the women's
team are beginning to pay dividends
of first place individual finishes and
solid placing by the team. Continu-
ing along this same road will be tough,
but this team lias not faded and will
not fade given the experience and
physical drive behind each workout
and competition.
INSIDE: Men's Soccer
Falls to .500 Record,
Hope to Rebound for
Post Season Play
Athlete of
theWeek
: Kem Makar
Women's Athletic
Association Release ;;
Michael Jordan is ber hero,even
if heisn'tasoccerplayer. "He's a
great athlete a role model,"
says Kerri Makar. .
The same could easily be said
for her. Makar. a sophomore
force behind the women's soccer
team, scored the first goal of the
season' for Wooster in a game
against Mount Union. She also
clinched a win against nationally
'ranked Calvin College by scoring
the only goal in the game. -
And the list goes on: this past
weekend against De Pauw, Makar
scored
,
two goals. . . ; ,
"She never gets tired, it seems,"
commented a teammate.: "Even
on her bad days, she's good."
Where does she get the drive to
keep going?
She's been kicking around that
black and white soccer ball since
she was seven. ."My mother was
the coach when 1 was iiule," she
explain: ' Makar spent her (ugh
school years playing in her Ohio
hometown. Rocky River, and this
past summershe joined forces with
the West Side Stars, a traveling
soccer team that toured the
midwestem states. .
Here at school, aside from play-
ing soccer, Makar involves her-
self, with the Red Cross Blood
Drive. She also finds time to pur-
sue her "undecided but probable"
major. , psychology so she
doesn't only eat. drink and sleep
soccer. But the game is always on
her mind.
WOOSTER ATHLETICS
Upcoming Events..'.. ' ' ;
SATURDAY, SEPT. 2S --
Women's Soccer
. OHIO WESLEY AN 1:03
Volleyball
SHAWNEE STGROVH
CITY 1:00
Football
OHIO WESLEYAN l:3q
Men's Soccer
at Ohio Wesleyan 730
SUNDAY, SEPT. 29
Feild Hockey
EARLHAM 12:00
WEDNESDAY OCT. 2
Feild Hockey
'DENISON 330
Women's Soccer
WITTENBURG4.-0- 0
Men's Soccer
atWitlenburg4.-0-0
THURSDAY, OCT. 3
Volleyball
atMalone wLake Erie
630
